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Abstract

There is an increasing use of process-based models in the investigation of ecological systems and scenario
predictions. The accuracy and quality of these models are improved when run with high spatial and temporal
resolution data sets. However, ecological data can often be difficult to collect which manifests itself through ir-
regularities in the spatial and temporal domain of these data sets. Through the use of Data INterpolating Empirical
Orthogonal Functions(DINEOF) methodology, earth observation products can be improved to have full spatial
coverage within the desired domain as well as increased temporal resolution to daily and weekly time step, those
frequently required by process-based models[1]. The DINEOF methodology results in a degree of error being
affixed to the refined data product. In order to determine the degree of error introduced through this process, the
suspended particulate matter and chlorophyll-a data from MERIS is used with DINEOF to produce high resolu-
tion products for the Wadden Sea. These new data sets are then compared with in-situ and other data sources to
determine the error. Also, artificial cloud cover scenarios are conducted in order to substantiate the findings from
MERIS data experiments. Secondly, the accuracy of DINEOF is explored to evaluate the variance of the method-
ology. The degree of accuracy is combined with the overall error produced by the methodology and reported in
an assessment of the quality of DINEOF when applied to resolution refinement of chlorophyll-a and suspended
particulate matter in the Wadden Sea.
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